CLASS 32 - QUILTS
Chairperson: Fern Pugh 519.941.8515
Rules:
1. Entries must be the work of the exhibitor within the last two (2) years. Small fabric samples
must accompany all entries and name labels must be covered.
2. Judges are instructed by the directors to disqualify soiled, defaced or old work.
3. In case of no competition, unless exhibit is worthy, the prize will be withheld.
4. If the quilt is to be eligible to enter one of the Ontario Association of Agricultural Societies
Quilt Competitions, it must abide by all conditions of the competitions.
5. Please indicate if a quilt is not to be entered into the Ontario Agricultural Societies Quilt
Competitions.
6. If a quilt was made/quilted by a group, all names must be included on back of the exhibit tag.
7. Articles exhibited are to be the work of Amateurs Only- by definition, “one who receives less
than 25% of their income from an exhibited craft”. (see Rule #5 - ”Making Entries”)
8. If using a commercial pattern, the name of the pattern designer must be included on the tag.
This is a copyright issue.
9. Wall hangings must show a means by which the item can be hung i.e. sleeves, loops etc.
10. Small samples of fabric must accompany all entries. Please attach samples and tags with
safety pins and not straight pins. Be aware of size requirements in each section. Items
may be disqualified for not complying. Cover labels before exhibiting.
11. Machine quilting refers to long arm or domestic machine. No computer driven program.
12. If you are a first time exhibitor, please indicate on back of entry tag.
Prize: Sections 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7: 1st $12 2nd $10 3rd $8
HAND QUILTED
These quilts are eligible for the O.A.A.S. Hand Quilt competition and must meet the size
requirements. Entries must be solely made, and hand quilted, by the exhibitor. Entry quilts
must be a minimum of 324”, on the perimeter.
1. Quilt, pieced hand / or machine appliqued
2. Quilt, predominately hand / or machine, appliqued
3. Quilt, exhibitor’s choice i.e whole cloth, embroidered.
4SP Directors Special; Open to winners of Sections 1, 2 & 3. Only hand quilted quilts meeting
the minimum perimeter of at least 324”, or large, will be judged.
Prize: 1st $25, 2nd $15
This quilt will be considered the “Grand Champion Hand Quilted Quilt of the Fair”|

*************************************************************
Ontario Association of Agricultural Societies Hand Quilt Competition Rules:
1. Entries must be solely made and “hand quilted” by an individual and exhibited and judged at
a local fair to be eligible for this competition.
2. Entry quilts must be a minimum of 324” on the perimeter”. Smaller quilts will not be eligible
to proceed to the next level of competition, and may be reassigned to other sections within
the class.

3. Judging will occur at local fairs and district levels. A Provincial Grand Champion Hand Quilt
will be selected at the Annual Convention of the O.A.A.S in February of each year.
4. Upon making an entry into the Ontario Association of Agriculture Societies Hand Quilted
Competition, the exhibitor agrees to participate in any promotional activities related to the
competition.
5. The winning O.A.A.S. Champion Hand Quilt will not be eligible to compete in any future
District and/or Convention O.A.A.S. competitions.

*************************************************************
MACHINE QUILTED
5. Quilt, predominately pieced
6. Quilt, predominately machine or hand applique
7. Quilt, exhibitor’s choice i.e whole cloth embroidered
Sections 5,6 &7 - to be eligible for the Directors Special 8SP the quilt must be made and
machine- quilted solely by the exhibitor.
8SP: DIRECTOR’S SPECIAL: Machine Quilted-open to winners of sections 5, 6 & 7 Prize: 1st
$25 2nd $15

*******************************************************
Ontario Association of Agricultural Societies Machine Quilted Article Competition:
Rules:
1. Entries must be solely made and “machine quilted” by an individual and exhibited and
judged at a local fair to be eligible for this competition.
2. Entry must be a minimum perimeter measurement of 324”. *Note* the article can be square,
rectangle etc.
3. Judging will occur at local fairs and district levels. A Provincial Grand Champion Machine
Quilted Article will be selected at the Annual Convention of the O.A.A.S in February of next
year.
4. Upon making an entry into the O.A.A.S. Machine Quilting Competition, the exhibitor agrees
to participate in any promotional activities related to the competition.
5. The winning O.A.A.S. Champion Machine Quilted Article will not be eligible to compete in
any future District and/or Convention O.A.A.S competitions.
6. Article must have visible machine quilting

********************************************************

Long-Arm Quilting
Prize: Sec 9-10: 1st $12

2nd $10

3rd $8

9. Throw or lap quilt, with perimeter less than 240”, any construction technique. Colour,
design, binding and construction to be judged, not the quilting. Please indicate the person
who has done the long arm quilting on the entry tag back.
10. Quilt, with a perimeter greater than 240”, any construction technique. Colour, design,
binding and construction will be judged, not the quilting. Please indicate name of the person
who has done the long arm quilting on the back of the entry tag.
11SP DARLENE KINSTONE SPECIAL: Quilt, any size up to & including 324” on the
perimeter, pieced&/or appliquéd by another person or party. Quilt will be judged on the
construction; design and binding (indicate if bindwas was not done by exhibitor). Only

exhibitor’s work will be judged. Please indicate name of the quilter (hand or machine) on
back of the entry tag.
Prize: 1st $10 2nd $8
12SP: PAINTED PONY QUILTWORKS (JUDY MACLEOD): “Quilt by Cheque” – a quilt
measuring greater than 324” on the perimeter, made by the exhibitor and machine
quilted by someone else. Entry will be judged on construction, design and binding.
Please indicate the name of the quilter on back of entry tag.
Prize: 1st Pkg of Quilters Dream Cotton Batting, queen size
2nd $15
3rd
$10
13SP: NORTHCOTT FABRICS SPECIAL: Quilted item constructed using predominately 21/2” or 3-1/2” or 5” squares or strips. Item may be hand or machine quilted by
exhibitor or other. Indicate name of quilter on back of entry tag.
Prize: Package of Northcott Fabrics
14SP: DEBI ARNOLD SPECIAL: Quilt top only, which may be entered next year as a
completed quilt. Single bed size or larger. Prize: 1st $10 2nd $9 3rd $6
15SP: STEVEN BROWN SPECIAL: Pieced or appliquéd quilt, hand quilted by exhibitor,
smaller than
324” perimeter. Prize: 1st $15
2nd $10
DUFFERIN PIECEMAKERS QUILTING GUILD FALL FAIR SPECIALS
16SP: Wall hanging, predominantly pieced. Machine and/or hand quilted by the exhibitor.
Perimeter: Maximum 192”; Minimum 80”.
Prize: 1st$10 2 $8
3rd $6
17SP: Wall hanging, predominantly appliquéd. Machine and/or hand quilted by the exhibitor.
Perimeter; Maximum 192”; Minimum 80”.
Prize: 1st$10 2nd $8
3rd$6
18SP: Bed quilt, pieced and/or appliquéd, hand and/or machine quilted by the exhibitor.
Prize: 1st $10
2nd$8
3rd$6
19SP: SULLIVAN SPECIAL: Small quilt, any technique. Hand or machine quilted by exhibitor.
Perimeter to be less than 90”.
Prize: 1st $10
2nd 8 3rd $6

COBWEBS & CAVIAR SPECIALS:
20SP: Quilted item made for a special occasion i.e. birthday, anniversary, wedding, retirement.
Please indicate the occasion. Item may be hand or machine quilted (long arm or
domestic).
If quilted by another person, please indicate name on back of
entry tag.
Prize: $10 gift certificate from Cobwebs & Caviar
21SP: To the exhibitor with the most points in Class 32-Quilts.
Prize: One metre of cut fabric (cotton 42”-44”) of winner’s choice.
22SP: “CREATIVELY YOURS” (Janet Slater) SPECIAL: A small quilt for a child, pieced or
appliquéd. Machine quilted by someone other than the exhibitor. Construction and
overall appropriate design will be judged, not the quilting. Please indicate the name
of the quilter on back of the tag.
Prize: 1st $15 2nd $10

Sections 23 - 32:
Prize: 1st $5
2nd $4 3rd $3
Please Note: *Entries must be the work of the exhibitor within the past two (2) years.
*Samples of material must accompany all entries.
23. Crib quilt, machine quilted by exhibitor, prepared panel
24. Crib quilt, pieced or appliqué, machine quilted by exhibitor
25. Crib quilt, pieced or appliqué, hand quilted by exhibitor
26. Quilted bag or purse
27. Two different quilt blocks, any techniques, no size restriction
28. Quilted item featuring “quilt as you go” technique, no size restriction
29. Quilted item used on a table ie. 2 placemats, table runner or table cloth
30. Quilted pillow, hand or machine quilted, no pre-printed panels
31. Any quilted item that does not qualify in another section.
32. Quilted item using English paper piecing technique, hand or machine quilted
33SP: O.A.S. PRESIDENT’S SPECIAL: The Judges favourite entry in Class 32, as chosen by
the judge, for quality of work and overall appeal. Prize: $20
34SP: NEW! Quilt Chairperson Special: In keeping with our theme of Homegrown &
Handmade, enter a quilted item which has a house or building in it. May be hand or
machine quilted by exhibitor or another. Please indicate name of quilter on back of tag
Prize: 1st $12

2nd $8

3rd $5

Note: See Class 36 Youth Fair for Youth Quilt entries

